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With the explosive popularization of the wireless mobile terminal devices, the combination of
mobile sensing and crowdsourcing brings about a novel sensing paradigm of Internet of Things
(IoT). By means of analyzing the data collected from mobile terminal, the crowd sensing can
sense user’s situation intelligently and provide personalized service. It summarizes the latest
researches both at home and aboard, introduces the state of art in mobile crowd sensing from
four aspects, namely, the data processing, the motivation mechanism, the crowd sensing
applications and the platforms, and also puts forward our opinions in respect of the
abovementioned research fields.
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1. Introduction

2. Basic Concept and Features of the Crowd Sensing Networks
2.1Basic Concept of Crowd Sensing Networks
The new mode of perception by using ubiquitous mobile devices to provide awareness
services in academics generally is called "human-oriented perception". According to the type
and scale of perceived objects, this mode of perception can be divided into two categories:
personal sensing and community sensing. The Typical applications of personal sensing include
individual movement patterns (such as standing, walking, jogging and running etc.) were
monitored to promote health while the daily traffic patterns on the individual (such as bicycles,
cars, buses and trains) were monitored to record personal carbon footprint and more. By
contrast, the community sensing can accomplish large-scale and complex social perception tasks
depending on individual that are difficult to achieve, for example, only when a large number of
individuals provide the air quality information and speed and pool analysis of this information,
the monitoring of air quality and traffic jams in the city application can understand the urban air
quality and traffic conditions.
The community sensing is also known as "crowd-sensing"[1-2], which mainly comes from
the idea of crowdsourcing; thus it is also called the “crowd sourced sensing”, a term invented by
Wired magazine in 2006 and used to describe a new distributed problem solving and work
mode, in which the companies use the Internet for assignments to find ideas or solve technical
problems. In recent years, people have combined the crowdsourcing with the mobile awareness.
Ordinary user’s mobile devices are used as the basic sensing unit to collaborate consciously or
unconsciously by means of the mobile internet, form an intelligence crowd sensing networks
and achieve the distributed sensing tasks and data collection to complete large-scale, complex
social sensing tasks.
2.2 Basic Features of Crowd Sensing Networks
In the traditional wireless sensor networks, people are just “consumers” of the ultimate
sensory data. In contrast, the crowd sensing networks highlight one of the most important
features that people will be involved in the data awareness, transmission, analysis, application of
the whole system of each process, sensory data "consumers" and sensory data "producers" to
adopt a popular new word, called the "Prosumer". The basic characteristic of human-oriented
has brought unprecedented opportunities for things perception and transmission means,
specifically as follows.
1. Network Maintenance Easier
Firstly, the network nodes generally have a better energy supply, more computing, storage
and communication capabilities; secondly, these nodes are usually managed and maintained by
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The Internet of things has entered the depth development stage and more intense demand
of physical environment with thorough perception. With the development of wireless
communication and sensor technology, the market for smart mobile phone, tablet computer,
portable device, vehicle sensing device and mobile terminal integrating more and more sensors,
computing, sensing, storage and communication ability has become more and more powerful.
With the explosion of the wireless mobile terminal devices developed for more than ten years,
how to use specific deployment of sensors to provide service, Internet of things by taking
advantage of these ubiquitous mobile devices to provide more large-scale, more complex,
thorough and comprehensive service has accessed a new development era.
As to the crowd sensing, as a hot area of research, many scholars in data collection, data
processing, data transmission, incentive mechanism and application areas have done a lot of
research. Based on the development of the crowd sensing network, this paper introduces its
concept, basic features and latest researches while putting forward our opinions in respect of the
abovementioned research fields.
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3. Research on Crowd Sensing Technology
The crowd sensing model is shown in Fig. 1, including the data collection from many
sensor nodes to use these data to the crowd sensing applications by means of data processing
technology.
At present, the crowd sensing research field can be simply divided into the following
categories: data processing, incentive mechanism, crowd sensing application and crowd sensing
platform, etc.

Figure 1 : Crowd Sensing Model
3.1 Data Processing Technology
In the crowd sensing, data collection is very important and only the data being utilized is
valuable. Data processing, filtering and analysis for large amount of data are crucial for
obtaining effective information. Many techniques and tools have provided effective means and
ways for the data processing.
Toped++ is a data conversion interface, similar to the paper filter [3]; besides, there are
many interfaces that resemble the entity resolution and pattern matching [4-6]. The data quality
and the document structure can refer to Bellman [7]. Potter’s wheel ensured the data format and
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its holder in good working condition. For example, people are always ready to charge their
phones and other mobile devices as needed.
2. Network Deployment Costs Lower
Firstly, the city has a large number of mobile devices or vehicles without special
deployment; secondly, the human mobility can contribute to perceived coverage and data
transfer. On the one hand, holders of a mobile device with random access to all parts and the
nodes can sense anytime at anywhere; on the other hand, the "store-carry-forward" opportunity
transfer mode can be used because of interaction between the mobile nodes to transmit sensor
data in intermittent connectivity network environment.
3. System More Scalable
We just need to recruit more users to participate in the expansion of the system to meet the
scale of application.
Thanks to these advantages, the crowd sensing networks have become an important
Internet-aware tool. The universal mobile sensing devices can be used to complete large-scale
social awareness tasks, which rely on individuals are difficult to achieve.
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singularity point monitoring [8]. The authors introduced the swarm intelligence model on the
basis of the model of ant colony optimization algorithm and particle swarm optimization
algorithm with detailed as summed up and compared. Currently, the ant colony algorithm has
been widely used in terms of the development of swarm intelligence [9]. Bayesian network was
used to model the causal relationship between context information with the probability adopted
to represent the uncertain relationships of context information [10]. The authors proposed a
DAM4GSM architecture, GSM (Global Sensor Network) as a middleware to collect and process
sensor data of intelligent mobile phone [11].
Researches show that effective data storage relies on effective data collection technology,
data processing, data mining and intermediate technology, which ensure the validity of data
collection and processing, and better utilized by the crowd sensing applications.

The crowd sensing is achieved in most cases by relying on the user's active participation,
but how to effectively attract users to actively participate in large-scale social tasks is a problem
for solution in the crowd sensing research.
Ahn and Dabbish first proposed using the game engines to attract groups to complete some
difficult work for computer engine [12]. This kind of incentive mechanism is regarded as other
crowd-sensing research development foundation [13, 14]. At present, the crowd sensing also
rely on some communities’ participation or in bidding and traded on the open market.
Participants submit offer to complete a task for the task requirements screening. In addition, the
authors also pointed out that groups can cooperate or compete with each other to complete the
task by games [13, 15]. The authors proposed the center platform which requires the user to
provide awareness services in mobile crowd sensing system; however, some existing sensing
applications and systems lack good incentive mechanism to attract more users to participate in
[16]. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposed two kinds of system modes: platformcentric model and user-centric model. As to the platform-centric model, Stackelberg game was
used for incentives in this mechanism. Such platform was a leader while users were the
followers; as to the user-centric model, it was based on the auctioning incentive mechanism.
Latest researches show that two mainstream types of incentive mechanism of crowd
sensing are based on game and auction bidding to attract people to participate therein. Both
types of incentives include competition and collaboration. Only effective combination of
competition and cooperation will help promote crowd sensing.
3.3 Crowd Sensing Application
The crowd sensing concept can be seen from many aspects. With more and more built-in
sensor for mobile terminal integrating, the mobile application of intellectual perception is also
continuing to expand and has brought tremendous social value.
Using smart Park as an example to summarize the characteristics of crowd-sensing may
help it better applied in other fields [17]. Firstly, in the crowd sensing, organizers need to play
an important role in the collaborative participation; secondly, the expected participation rate in
the design of crowd sensing system is a very important factor to consider; finally, apart from
participation in the system's contributors, the crowd sensing system is unable to prevent people
with hitchhiking; however, most people are surprised, even if the hitchhikers can also exert
beneficial effects on the whole system. The paper explored the context awareness and
crowdsourcing trigger relationship in the mobile crowdsourcing systems, analyzed typical
context-aware system architecture, and described specific scenarios [18]. The authors proposed
the concept of participatory sensing based on Smart-phone [19]. With the development of sensor
technology and the growing popularity of mobile devices, users can collect and share
information through mobile devices. Combination of these data can be used for social relations,
urban computing, real-time traffic monitoring and other exciting new models. The authors
described the participatory sensing applications in the environmental monitoring [20]. The paper
presented an intelligent transportation system (ITS) architecture based on the crowd sensing
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3.2 Incentive Mechanism
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[21]. With ordinary user’s mobile phones as sensors, the user's conscious participation and
reporting at local road traffic state may help drivers keep abreast of traffic conditions and road
conditions and then make appropriate decisions. Shortcomings of this method lie in that it takes
advantage of the user’s conscious participation, which spend a lot of time and cost. Researchers
both at home and abroad on mobile terminal crowdsourcing application study are constantly
continuing. The crowd sensing application will be not just limited to smart traffic, sociality,
urban computing and environmental monitoring; therefore, more applications of crowd sensing
remain to be mined and explored. We believe that in the near future, the mobile terminal crowd
sensing will be in a new way to serve the community.
3.4 Crowd Sensing Platform

4. Conclusion
In summary, as a new sensing means of Internet of things, the crowd sensing network
technology promotes the emergence of a number of innovative applications while also facing a
series of new problems and challenges. If we can make more mobile users to participate in the
crowd sensing, a wider variety of sensors will generate more massive sensory data, excavate and
utilize it effectively; thus the collective wisdom of the masses is bound to play an infinite value.
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